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ABSTRACT
Understanding why students are not naturally and

easily able to generalize or apply what they have learned in other
situations involves understanding what teachers want their students
to learn; what learning is; what teaching is; and what is involved in
generalizing or applying what has been learned. Research in
educational psychology identifies three major types of knowledge:
rote (i.e., memorization), declarative (i.e., knowledge of concepts)
and procedural (i.e., knowledge of a physical or intellectual
process, method, or skill). Knowledge does not automatically transfer
between declarative and procedural knowledge. If teachers want their
students to know about and be able to do things in ,.ifferent domains,
both declarative and procedural knowledge will have to be taught in
the same or each different domain. Learning results in the growth of
new structures in the brain. New dendrites and synapses construct
elaborate neural networks between neurons. Brain structures do not
magically transfer information. Declarative knowledge is grown on
different neural networks than procedural knowledge. The following
learning principles can help teachers help students: (1) learning is
physiological; (2) new brain structures grow with practice; (3) brain
structures grow precisely and exclusively for what is practiced: (4)
each person has their own unique pattern of brain structures; (5)

students need to construct basic networks before they can construct
more complex ones; (6) brain structures grow when learners are
active; and (7) emotions affect the growth and function of brain
structures. Teachers should help students make personal connections
to new material and be allowed ample time to practice. (KP)
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We teach
students
.something.
We expect
that once
they .have
learned it,
they will be
able to uk or
apply or gen-
eralive it in

different situations. students
:typically seem to 'have trouble

apkingWhat they have learned.
This is frustrating . and
disappointing both for us and for
ustudents. .

Why aren't students naturally
and 'easily able to generalize or.
apply what they have lerned in
other, different,sitUations or with .
other; different tasks?'

There are iniunbr of ques-
tions that are involved: 1) :What do

. want our students to learn? 2)
,

. learningY 3) .What is
teaching?. 4) What is involved in
generalizing or applying what
his learned?, .

3
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InatDo We Want
Our Student., to Learn?

The research in educational
psychology identifies three major
types ofknowledge.

One type of knowledge is
"rote" knowledge: This is know-
ledge that is memorized in a given
way and that's all the students know
about it: Thy can recite it back but
don't necessarily Undeistand what it

means and typically can't use it in

any thoughtful or creative way.
Some rote knowledge, however,
might be useful,: as;when students
,memorize the multiplication tables. V

Another. type of knowledge 4.
called "declarative" knowledge..

.. : This is knowledge` about some

(not merely .memorized knowledge
,like rote knowledge). For examPle,
declarative knowledge is knowing
.or' understanding 'What the book or
teachersayi.,In 'O'rder to help our
students. learn abOtit the ideas or
info; oration iri our lectures and/or ,

texts we Might give them reacting
,'assigninentz; we might encourage

. .students to ask questions; we might :
faCilitate class discussion;. we rniglit .

. ask .students to v.;rite 'about what
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.

they have read; we might haVe
students give their F:vn.opinions
about .the ideas or information.
After we have done this,' We might
me them a written test so that we

..,cknevaluate -Whether they have
indeeclaeciiiirecl this' declarative

Imowledge:' -. ,

- . The third type.of 1,:riowledge is
. ; -called "prodecluralm.knOwledgez

This' is knowledge of lioi,vjo'dO or
use. oraptsly a physical and/or

,intellectual process, method, Or skill-
Forexample, being able to perform.
an experiment, write a paper; run
a piece of equipment procedural.
knowledge. Sorrievvays we can help
students acquire procedural know-.
ledge is by guiding them as .hey go
step-by-step through.a process or
through theapplication of a tneth-

: od. Students need. repeated oppor-

. tunities for independent, authentic
practice, that is, for doing the actual
activities of the target method,
process, or skill itself. After they
have done this practice, we might

Igive themaperformance test so that
we. can whether they have
indeed acquired this procedural
knowledge. . .

ESL students have along with a low
. degree of procedural knowledge of

hOwto'ise this declarative, know-
.ledge in.theii own writing. They

' ,excel at wtAbook exeirises; in drill
. and praCtice activities, and on
'standardized tests abotit.Eiiglish
.67ariniar7 Set, their ability to apply
that declarative knowledge to their
own writing is sb low that 'then'
:writing look's, Contrary to fad, 'as
though they have.a low degree of
declarativeknowledge. -.

This is to be.expect:ed: research

in educational psychOlou shows us
that knowledge.doesnot automa-

When eclarative:and proce-
dural knowledge are separated,
students know either about the
ideas and information qr they know
how to do or useorappbja method, .

'process or skill. For ecample, when
declarative and procedural know-
ledge are separated, students might
Understand declarative knowledge
about the .impo rtance of safety in a
lab Or shop. They might have heard

' a lecture, seen a demonstration,
*read a text about the impOrtance. of

: safety. `Whey might haVe taken acid
'paised a 'fest on this .purely
declarative knoWledge. And, yet, in
the lab or shop' they seem .to have
forgotten what they learned.or seem
unable to apply their declarative

,knOwledge. .

Another example is the high
degree of declarative knowledge'
about English grain-mar that some

sarily understand what they- are

. What do we, in act : want our
students .to learri? Do we want
them exclusively io memorize rote
knowledge? DO -We Want thein
a?iclusivelyto learn about sOrne-
thing? Do we want them exclusive-1

. ly to learn boy; to do or use or apply
'something? Or do we want them to .

undefStand what the bOok and'
.teacher said and also to use our ,

. 'discipline's methods and knowledge
in a creative land. critical thinking
way (declarative plUs procedural

. knoWledge)? ;

For the majority. of our
students, Whatever different things
we Want them to learn, -.we have to
teach each different. thing. If we
want them to be able to apply their
declarative knowledge, we need to
teach them how to apply that
declarative knowledge. If We want
thein to.know aboutand alst; be
able to do.things.in different
domains, then we need to teach
both declarativeInowledge and
procedural knowledge about each
'thing in the same domain or in,each
differentdomain. .

. doing or why.

or
. :

naturallyitrafister between ,
declaIrative knowledge and proce-
dural knowledge. Thus, when
students don't generalize; or apply
the declarative knowledgethat they
haveacquired, it is probably be-
cause they have not alsb acquired

'the related procedural knowWge of
how to'aPply it

But vtrithoUt the related
procedural knowledge, pUrely .

declai.tive knowledge will remain
knowledge in words only and not
knOwledge in actiori or application..

On the other side 'of he coin,
when students have only proce-
dural ,knowledge but do not have
declarative knowledge, they can do

. something but they do,not neces.

17 4

nett Is Learning?
Learning is growing new

structures in the brainThis.
. growing is done by the brain itself; it

is Born rn knowing how to do it and
does it naturally. (Please also see.
gamut. 1990- 199l.)

The brain has perhaps 100
billion nerve *cells (neurons). Each

. neuron looks like a plant root withlooks

off fibers.,Most
of these libQrs are called dendrites.
Over-simplifying the process, we
can 'say that nett' ions make'
connections or* communicate
With each other .through their
dendrites. Each po int'of.communi-
catioh/connection is called
synapse.. Each neuron Might have
10,000 Isynapies with other
neurons. All thinking and memory
continu;i3 on page
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Continued frortz pizge 17
is lased on this communication

. betweerineurons. (As discussed in the
1996-91 Gamut article,, these physiolo-

.gical brain structures can also be
conceptualized as mental schemas or

concepts, as knowing.) . .

When we're torn we have all the '
neurons we'll ever have; but when we
learn, we grow new dendrites, on the
neurons and form new connections .*

beiween the neurons. Learning, in fact, '

.is nothing Other than our brain's
growing new.dendrites and'synapses

. .
. .s

and constructing elaborate neural
networks between neurons specifi-
Cally for wh'atever we are spetifically

.

attending to, specific.allie/Teriencing, *,

specifically yract;,..-ing; in short, our:
bra'in tailor-makes new dendrites,.
synapses, and neural networks for each'
new specifics thing while we are .
attending to, eiperiencmor pradciiig
it. These new tallOr-made brain
structures cannot be used for

'something else becauie they were
.grown and constructed specifically,
with exquisite precision, for only the
one thing we wefe' attending to and
were groWing them for. Brain
structures don't "magically" transfer.
They remain as they were 'constructed
until and unless future leartiing
experiences modify-them.

This is why transfer from one
thing. we've learned to some new and-
different thing is generally not possible.
We learn only what we grow the new

'dendrites, synapses, 'and neural
networks for. If we want to learn
something new and different, then we
need to grow new and diffetent
made dendrites, synapses, and neural
networks. .

Learning new .declar'ative know-
ledge means we are growing new den,
drites; synapses, and neural network
for that specific nevi declarative know:

ledge. Learning new procedural
knowledge means we are growing new
dendrites, 'synapses, and neural
networks for that particular new
procedural knowledge. Likewise, When
we acquire kndwledge in different
domains, we grow specific and different

dendrites, synapses, and neural
network for each new thing learned in

. each different domain.

For this reason; learning must be
authentic. That is, as noted above,
students need to learn the target,
knowledge by working on or with that

Inowledge itself. Fdr instance, when
'the target knowledge for developmental
English students is to write with correct

gyamm' ar and we teach ity ha'ving
them doing drill and practice in a

workbook or on a computer (electrcinic
Workbook), they,are krowing new,
dendrites, synapses, and neural
networks for doing grammar, in
Contittial9 on page 42
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. workbooks btiinone'ror the target
. .

knowledge of how to use correct
grammar in their own To help
'students learn how to use correct
grammar in their own. writing, they
need:authentic practice to learn/groW
brairkstrthures for precisely this target
knowledge. They need authentic.
priFtice for this -target knowledge not
inauthentic practice with non-target
knowledge that students must then

...magically" transfer or transform into
the target knowledge. Such transfer
does not happen_
.

Inat TeacGiv?
Teaching is helping students grow

new dendrites, synapses. and' neural
networks.

What is involved in generalizing or
applying what one ha; learned?

When the dendrites, synapses, and
neural network of each separate thinga
student has learned grow enough to
make contact with the well-grown
neural network of a different thing. an
".aha" experience occurs and learners
say, "Oh, now', I see how,they relate."
They see this because the two neural
networks have made physical contact
and now they do, in fact, physically
relate. At this moment, learners are
finally able to see or grasp thatand
how the different things relate.

The reason this connection occurs,
again to over-simplify, is thatthe
dendrites, synapses, and neural
networks that during' learning
experiences have been growingfor the
'different related ilingsor things that
we are trying to leid our students to see
as related -become so rich and.
numerous that the two neural networks
are finally able tointeiconnect At that
point the students c a n b e g i n to make
and do begin to make connecti4;

. that they couldn't have made when
there Wasn't rich enough dendrite:,

. synapse, and neural network growth
for both things to enable their two
neural networks to interconnect . .

. , This means that easy and early
applicatioh, transfer, and generalization
do not naturally occur for the majoritjr

of students .All students, however, can
'eventually connect' relate, and
synthesize their knowledge of different
domains or relaied knowledge in the'
sameclornain but only after they
spend a critical amount of time doing a
critical amount of dendrite-sYnapse-
i;etwOrk-growing for each different)
knowledge about each different ling.

On the other hand, students can
usually transfer between tasks and
situations Alit are identical or ahnost
identical, as in electronic or printed
workbooks or:on worksheets. But is
this the kind of transfer thai is our goal
for our students?
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pre -test for ability to identify
prepositional -phrase's (PPs) and
subject-verb pairs (SVs) in their own
writing, both' groups scored low (see

. graph). For the first week of the
experiment, all students Were taught

. together about PPs, a simple element,
for 40' minutes of each class. In the last
10 minutes half practiced identifying
PPs in a workboowhile the other half z .

. practiced identifying this element in
-their own writing: After a week they
took a Post-test, ideAtifying.this element

in their own writing. For :the next two
weeks, all students were taught togeth-
er about SVs,a verY complex element,

. ,
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;
test 'thisAn experiment to

hypothesis: .

, To test the hypothesis that neural
networks are tailor-made for the
specific thing thatls practiced, I.
performed the folloWing experiment

. Evert:myth kypotbria.
.

.% Developmental, English' students
. Who learn grammatical elei:nents,froin 4
workbook do pot transfer or apply, that .

knowledge automatically to their own .
. . ,

1

,

vfriting .

'Method: 25 stirdent's' 'in a .

Developmental English class (ENG. .

With an average 6thgradereacling .

level' and lack of knowledge 'of
grammatical elements'were randomly.
assigned to two groups (12/13). On a

and practiced in two groups as they had
For PPs, followed by a similar post-test

ReJulto: The workbook group
practiced on an average of 158 PPs
while the self-work group practiced on
an average of only 33 1--?Ps (the writing. '
took more time), for a 5:1 difference.
The PP post-ir. t'shOws the workbook ...
group did beiter;.hoviever, statistically,
the ainourit orthis 'differ:ince
insignificant For the SYpractices the
'workbook group practiced on art
average of 94 SVs white the self-work .1

group had an:ave.x-4m 'Of again there
a 5:1 difference.' In' ;he post-test,

:there ../eie. three very interesting
,rcsults: 1) the 'self -work group did
signifiCanily better statistically than the

42 ti :
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-workbook group; 2) the self-work:
groUp did better on this more complex
topic than they had on the simpler PPs;
3) the poricbc;ok group did significandy
worse than they had done on the PPs:

Concbidons: 1) It seems that using
workbooks not only did not help the
workboOk group transfer their
knowledge of SYs from the workbook
to their own writing, but it was actual' yr
counterproductive. 2) It seems that
even though the self-work group
practiced five times less than the
workbook group, they learned how to
identify the complex SV element in
their own writing better than the
workbook group. 3) These students
learned what they practiced. The
group that practiced on their own
writing the target'task of identifying
these elements in their own writing
succeeded better than the group that
practiced in workbooks, even though
the workbook group practiced five
times as much.

LeanzhwforErn,oarerment
Physiological Principles and Their
Implications fir Traclibig

Since synthesizing and gener-
alizing occur when dendrites, synapses,
and neural networks grow large and
rich enough to interconnect, in order to
see how to help our students learn
procedural and declarative knowledge
and to generalize and synthesize
different knowledges, we need to see
how to help them grow their neural
structures (that is, form mental schemas
or concepts).

1. PRINCIPLE: Learning is
physiological:ew brain structures
grOW during learning, and learning is
the growing of new brain structures.
Learning and growing new brain
structures are the same thing. v

IMPLICATION: Teaching is like
gardening; we need to help students
grow new organic brain structures.

2.. PRINCIPLE:. New brain

.,.G- ut
everyone believes that mistakes are

. necessary, inevitable, and important .

part of learning: We leain by making
and correcting our mistak es.an...d trying

again. We can: say to our students,
"That was a good mistake ..now you
can learn something.".

IMPLICATION: It will help if
we provide a lot of time for practiCe:
The time spent on . authentic'
practice/feedback is some of the most
well-spentclasstime.

. .

. 3. PRINCIPLE: Brain strictures
grow precisely and exclusively for what
is practiced: brain structitres that grow
for one thing are exclusively for only
that one thing-and do not "magically"
change.

IMPLICATION: Students need
authentic practice with the target
knowledge, so they can grow brain
structures for it.

4. PRINCIPLE: Each person has
his/her own unique pattern of brain
structures because we grov them foi-
everything we experience, and each
person has different experiences. Also,
new brain .structures grow off old ones,
i.e., new things muss relate to old things.

IMPLICATION: For each new
thing %veteach, it would help if, as a first

step, we find a way to have all students
make a personal connection with the
n v thing so that they Can relate the
new to what they already fcnow. See
Ganun 1990-1991.)

structures grow with practice, i.e., by
Our making.and correcting rnistak4s
and tying again, and usually new brain
structures take timea lot. of .

Practiceto grow. (See Gwint .1989)
IMPLICATION. help{ if

5. PRINCIPLE Students need to
construct basic; foundation brain
structures about each new thing before
they can construct the dendrite/syn-
apse/neural network= -rich, higher
structures needed for critical/creative
thinking about it,,which they will do
naturally.; as an innate abilityLbut only
after they have first constructed the
basic structures. (See Gamut 1989.)

IMPLICATION: Expect that
student's with priOr experience in a
su'bject' 4ve a brain ,structure
advantage, and can.startat a higher:
level .than' students' without this
advantage who will need to begin. by
First constructing the basiC structures.

IMPLICATION: N teaching
method 'that focuses on students

43

. .

constructing brain structures from basic
to high level, i.e., On students acquiring
knowledge from superficial to in-depth
Will help. (See the "Natural Teathing

. Method" in Glinutt 1990-1990

.

6. PRINCIPLE: Brain structures
'grow when learners are active. Activity
and stimulation prepare the nenrons
forand facilitate new growth. .

IMPLICATION: Keeping the
activity level as high as possible will
help. This three:Step cycle works well:
students do a task individually (to
activate their own brain), then share in
small groups of 3-4 (to have active
interaction), finally debrief and process
as a whole group (to keep activity high
as a community). (See Gamut 1990-
1991.)

e.

7. PRINCIPLE: Emotions affect
the growth and functioning of brain

'structures. (See Gamut 1990-1991).
IMPLICATION: It wilt help if

the class/learning environment is
positive, supportive, encouraging
with the teacher's full belief in students' -

desire and innate ability to learn when
they have the opportunity to learn the
way their brain naturally learns.

8. PRINCIPLE: DNA. can affect
how quickly brain structures grow for
different things, accounting for
aptitudes. . .

IMPLICATION: Expect that'
some students might have, a genetic
advantage.

- What would be the consequences
t of following the principles and

implications of Learning . for: I.

Empowerment (see above)? ) .

Would vi,e .go more slowly and
lecture, less in order to provide more
time and opportunity for students to'
thoroughly grow their brain structures'

. through sufficient authentic active; in-
: (44.1 participation and pradice? WOuld .

we need to coverless in a qUarter?;1::::
'Would: we need to our'.'',.':
cturiculthh? .;

If "magical" dOesn't exist,

as the 'research 'seems to' show, then'.
perhi psi we need senously to consider.

.

' these consequences.. .11 ..'


